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Share your  
food with  
more people



Here’s how it works



How it works

Step 1

A customer orders on  
Uber Eats

Step 2

You accept and prepare  
the order

Step 3

A delivery partner delivers  
the order



Features to consider when 
choosing a partner



Market ing Speed Techno logy



Marketing

Attract more customers by tapping into  
Uber and Uber Eats audiences via in-app  
marketing, and benefit from how actively  
we advertise to drive more customers to  
the Uber Eats app.

Marketing that  
reaches more  
customers



Our network of Uber driver partners 
(both Eats-only and rides) ensures a  
speedy delivery, which helps maintain the  
quality of your food and provides a great  
experience for your customers.

Speed and  
reliability, 
now for delivery

9:439:43

Tracking Orders



Delivery Partner Reviews

Delivery partner  
ratings for a  
quality experience 
We use ratings to keep the best  
delivery partners on the road, which  
means your customers have a great  
experience.

9:439:43



Customer Reviews

Customers love  
Uber Eats 
We’re the #1  Food & Drink app  
in the App Store.

Source: U.S. App Store Data, as of December 2017

9:43 9:43
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Ready for pickup

40DA6 7:15pmJacqueline L.

D73AA 7:16pmMaggie R.

F1FAO 7:19pmCarrie K.

D73AA 7:16pm

7:24pm

Sarah W.

357C6 Doug S.

Data 

Our cutting-edge tools are built  
to help your business grow and  
run smoothly.

Technology built for  
your restaurant



Order Management

40DA6

D73AA

F1FA0

3B934

1  min 
Andrew

2  couriers  
en route

Arriving 
Juliet
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Ready for pickup

40DA6 7:15pmJacqueline L.

D73AA 7:16pmMaggie R.

F1FAO 7:19pmCarrie K.

D73AA

357C6

7:16pm

7:24pm

Sarah W.

Doug S.

Easily keep track  
of orders—from  
start to finish.



Menu Feedback

Make improvements  
to your menu (for 
delivery and in-
house) using  
insights and private  
customer feedback.



How will our restaurant 
make money?



How we’re different

Grow your  
business 
with Uber Eats 
Whether you add delivery or not,  
what you spend on rent, front-of-  
house staff, and general overhead  
stays the same. Since delivery  
doesn’t impact these costs, Uber Eats  
orders provide larger profit margins  
than dine-in.

Dine-in orders Incremental Uber Eats orders

Profit 22%

Service fee 30%

Kitchen staff

Food & beverage
33%

Profit 11%

Front of house  
staff

Rent

General  
overhead 17%

10%

22%

Kitchen staff 7%

Food &  
beverage 33%

Variable costs

Variable costs

5%Packaging

Fixed costs

Uber Eats costs

Cost breakdown projection for a typical Uber Eats order

Numbers are based on industry averages reported by restaurant partners and will vary  on 

actual number of orders, order prices, and actual prices.

10%



How we’re different

No commitment.  
No surprise fees.
We collect a fixed service  
fee per order, which helps us  
run our network and support  
delivery partners.



Restaurant Stories



UberEats.com Central FL

Check out www.UberEats.com to see who has 
partnered with us in your neighborhood! 

http://www.ubereats.com/


“In the first month, Burnt Ends  

reached and fed 15% more customers  

with Uber Eats. We are able to engage 

customers beyond the physical footprint of  

our restaurant — giving old customers what  

they want quickly and conveniently, and  

also reaching new customers.”

Dave Pynt 
Burnt Ends, Singapore

Restaurant Stories



Restaurant Stories

“Since launch, we have seen a  

significant increase in our weekly sales  

through Uber Eats! Uber makes things  

very simple and once our food leaves  

the door, I know it’s in good hands and  

will get to the customer quickly. Uber  

Eats is head and shoulders above any  

other delivery service in the market.”

Stephanie Tarbet 
FLIP Burger Boutique, Atlanta, GA
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Questions?


